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On September 6, 2017, I woke up to my newsfeed abuzz with reports of journalist and activist Gauri 
Lankesh’s murder. I did not know her – what she dreamt, what she felt, what made her laugh or cry. 
The little I did know of her were through her words – searing, scathing, unafraid words. And then 
some more through the many heartfelt and powerful tributes that poured in. But that did not matter. 
Someone, who simply voiced her opinions, doing the job she was meant to do as a free-thinking 
journalist, was murdered. Just like that.

And something in my everyday bubble of earthly life with all its vicissitudes – sometimes uplifting and 
sometimes debilitating – snapped... something. The madness had been let loose on our streets and 
retaining a semblance of sanity behind closed doors wasn’t a choice, however privileged, anymore.

When we set out to work on this issue on Sanity/Insanity, we were trying to explore the many 
meanings, old and new, these words conjured up. Through the stories and artists we encountered, 
we realised the landscape is vast, the perspectives many, and the definitions fluid. That’s what art 
does, sure, but here, even art preens and revels with the unexpected newness it meets.

What we did not see, and what Gauri Lankesh’s murder brought into sharp focus, was the current of 
hatred that threatened to upset this sense of sinuous, fluctuating acceptance by creating hard lines 
and loud symbols slowly and steadily erasing nuanced ideologies. ‘Sanity’ had become a quicksand 
of right and ‘Insanity’ the frozen lake of wrong. There was no escaping the fervent righteousness of 
the former and the silencing of the latter.

Unless, as poet and childhood friend of Gauri’s, Mamta Sagar, wrote in her poem titled ‘For Gauri’: 
‘With a heart brimmed with agony / let’s spread peace… let’s spread love…’
And, thankfully, for those of us wishing to sidestep the quicksand and the frozen lake, there is no 
escaping the collective grief and the rousing hope of Mamta’s words. 

Editor’s note

Praveena Shivram
praveena@artsillustrated.in

Cover arranged by Rahul Kumar

Avinash Veeraraghavan

Like much of my practice to date, my work is primarily 
autobiographical, but an unusual biography at that. 
Coloured by a condition, I imagine and perceive connections 
between things that others most often do not. Over a 
period of almost a decade and a half, I constructed and 
imagined life through a grand and heroic virtual journey. 
It was something I felt so strongly connected to that I 
didn’t give it too much thought as to how it would be 
received by a few others. The cover for this particular 
issue, therefore, has special significance and resonance 
to me as something that blurs the line between what is 
considered sane and insane.

In the first chapter of my journey, I started by hitting a 
stratospheric mental high and literally vomited out a massive 
‘script’ over a series of a thousand e-mails or so (I am 
sincerely sorry to those who received it). This script was 
a grand remix of art, from song lyrics, poetry, film plots, 
literature and visual art taken from both high and popular 
culture. In the subsequent chapters of my journey, this 
‘script’ structured my reading of reality. I tried to fit every 
event and encounter in my life into its ambiguous plot.

One of the fundamental metaphysical elements in my 
journey was the mirror. And one very critical sequence 
from a popular film structured everything that I was to 
go through eventually. This is the final fight sequence in 
the film Enter the Dragon between Bruce Lee and the 
antagonist. This game of cat and mouse inside a hall of 
mirrors succinctly sums up much of what I imagined I was 
living through. It was the perception of a powerful and 
scathing presence that constantly reflected my own ugly 
image back to me and broke one self-image after the 
other in the process. 

This is one of the most intense autobiographical 
references and one that has been on my mind for a very 
long time. For this cover, I found the perfect context in 
which to articulate this image. Rather than one print 
alone, which is how many of my pieces are reproduced,
it is important to me that this is a cover and will therefore 
be reproduced in quantity, a metaphor for a hall of 
mirrors of its own. 

Cover Artist
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Cubetto
Filippo Yacob | Primo Toys
primotoys.com

A unique new toy that teaches important skills 
to young children (aged three and older) 
without involving screen time, the Cubetto Play 
set consists of  a friendly robot made of  hard-
wearing wood, a physical programming board 
and a set of  colourful coding blocks that make 
up a programming language you can touch. 
Cubetto is designed specifically to teach the 
basics of  coding and STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics) skills, while 
providing gender-neutral play that boosts 
a child’s creativity, critical thinking, spatial 
awareness and communication skills.

28 Kilos of Soil
Shahar Kedem
shaharkedem.com

Israeli industrial design student Shahar Kedem’s 
‘28 Kilos of  Soil’ project deals with the essence 
of  soil in the materialistic environment of  our 
lives. It is a rammed soil stove made by 
compressing magnetised basaltic soil and heated 
in an induction environment. It is the product of  
a study process that investigates soil from across 
the country. It may not replace nature but rather 
serves as a reminder of  its existence – a domestic 
heat source that presents a new interaction 
between man and earth, raw material, ancient 
technique and innovative technologies.

Design Diaries

Geometric stool
Katia Zapadinsky
katiazapadinsky.com

Sitting is sometimes a prolonged and boring 
process. The Geometric Stool opens the act of  
sitting to multiple possibilities. The Geometric 
Stool is named for its unique construction 
consisting of  just five geometric pieces that 
interlock like a 3D puzzle to stay in place. 
Designed for those who can’t sit still, its form 
makes it possible to sit in both a stable way or 
while rocking and swinging. All without screwing 
or gluing!

Maptic
Emilios Farrington-Arnas
emilios.co.uk

For the visually impaired, retaining 
independence in day-to-day life is important. 
But navigation, even with assistance, can be a 
long-winded and potentially unsafe process. 
Maptic is a system of  wearable sensory devices 
for the visually impaired. These customisable 
modules can be worn without attracting the 
stigma that current assistive products harbour, 
while still accurately detecting objects in the 
visual field and transmitting them into intuitive 
vibrations in the body.

- Architecture & Design

ReSound
Ofek Wasserman
ofek.design

Industrial designer Ofek has created ReSound 
– a speaker and recording device for electronic 
audio production that explores the tangible 
properties of  music. The project contains two 
elements: the sound-ball and the ReSound 
station. Using the sound-ball mobile sampler, 
a user can record, store and replay the sounds 
around them. The second element – the 
‘ReSound station’ – can be placed in the 
user’s home or recording studio. The device 
wirelessly connects to the user’s computer and 
has multiple functions.

Newton Espresso
Hayden Maunsell and Alan Neilson
newtonespresso.co.nz

The Newton Espresso is a clean, simple, lever-
press coffee machine that aims to craft a good 
brew. Working with no electricity, hence an ideal 
camping tool, the minimalist design is portable 
and robust and requires little cleaning and 
maintenance as there are no internal parts to 
become faulty. It is durable as it is composed of  
a wooden base, handle and tamp with a two-part 
acid-catalysed lacquer, and an aluminium stand 
and cylinder with an anodised, food-safe finish.

paper-torch
AgIC+TAKEO | Nendo
nendo.jp

Japanese design company Nendo just unveiled 
their latest creation: an electronic paper that rolls 
itself  up into a working torch. Developed using 
AgIC’s flexible circuits, in collaboration with 
TAKEO – a Japanese paper distributor, paper-
torch works by printing its electronic circuit 
boards onto paper, film or cloth using silver 
particle ink. The result is a minimalist lighting 
piece that can be used as a torch, and as pendant 
or desk lamps.

Urban Canary 
Daniel Goddemeyer | OFFC 
urbancanaries.com 

As a concept, the Urban Canary explores new 
interactions to combat air pollution, specifically 
among young children. As with the child’s own 
health, the Urban Canary’s health also gets 
affected by prolonged exposure to higher levels 
of  pollution. Whenever an Urban Canary is 
exposed to high levels of  pollution, it starts to 
get uneasy, anxious and, as expressed through 
its LED and vibration, alerts the child of  nearby 
air pollution.

Photograph by Akihiro Yoshida.
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